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THE PLOT
After several people in the New Mexico desert wind up missing or dead, police Sgt.
Ben Peterson (James Whitmore) teams up with F.B.I. agent Bob Graham (James
Arness) to find out what's causing the strange occurrences. 

They send a strange print, found at one of the crime scenes, to the Department of
Agriculture. Doctor Harold Medford (Edmund Gwenn) and his daughter Doctor
Patricia Medford (Joan Weldon) trek out to the desert to check out the prints for
themselves. When they get there they are shocked to find giant ants, whose
mutations were caused by the first atomic bomb explosion, nine years earlier. 

In a joint effort, they manage to destroy the nest of ants, but not before two
winged queen ants and some drones hatch and escape the nest in the direction of
Los Angeles. Now it is a race against time to find the two queen ants before they
can wreak more havoc.

Dr. Patricia Medford (Joan Weldon) and Robert Graham (James Arness) fighting a giant ant.
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GIANT ANTS
The ants in THEM! were made by combining animatronics and puppetry. Special
effects artist Dick Smith built two mechanical ants for the movie. The first being 3,6
meters (12 feet) and filled with gears, levers, motors, and pulleys. 

Operating the big bug was a job that required a multiple technicians that would
have to pull cables in unison to control the ant’s limbs while they themselves were
off-camera. They had to stick close to each other and often bumped into each other
as a result. The big insect mainly appears in long shots, and close-ups.

For the second ant, Smith built the front three quarters of the insect and mounted
it to a camera crane for easier operation.

During scenes that required swarms of ants, smaller, non-motorized models were
used. Blowing wind machines moved the little units’ heads around in a lifelike
manner.

Originally, THEM! was supposed to be shot in 3D and on color film. Director Gordon
Douglas was asked to give THEM! a 3D twist, to directly compete with the Universal
Pictures hit 'Creature from the Black Lagoon'. 

In the end though, the higher-ups at Warner Brothers got cold feet, thinking there
would be no way they could make back the money invested in using 3D
techniques and color film.

In the film you can still see a hint of the 3D effects they wanted to use. Like the
sudden close ups of the ants, or the flamethrowers blasting straight into the
camera. 

In reality the ants used in the movie were purple, slimy things. Their bodies were
wet down with Vaseline and cast members had commented on them being creepy. 
Shortly before production started on THEM!, the budget was cut, forcing the use of
two-dimensional, black and white film, so we'll never see the glorious Vaseline
covered creeps.

BUDGET CUTS



Directed by:
Gordon Douglas.
Written by:
Ted Sherdeman, Russell S. Hughes,
George Worthing Yates.
Cast:
James Whitmore, Edmund Gwenn, Joan
Weldon, James Arness, Onslow Stevens.

In 1951, a sound effect was recorded and added to the Warner Brothers sound
bank labeled; 'man being eaten by alligator'. You may know this sound better under
it's popular name: 'The Wilhelm Scream'. If this says nothing to you, head on over
to youtube, plug 'Wilhelm scream' into the search bar and hit play. I'm willing to bet
that you recognize it from a dozen movies when you hear it. 

Even though it was recorded in the 50's, this sound effect didn't get popular until
the 70's, when a sound engineer called Ben Burtt found the scream in the Warner
Brothers archives and thought it was hilarious. He used it in his films, among which
was a little flick called 'Star Wars: A New Hope'. Somewhere in the early 80's, his
fellow sound engineer professionals got in on the joke and started adding it to
movies whenever they could get away with it. 

It's one of the most iconic screams in cinema, and even has critics saying it breaks
suspension of disbelief, which is why it's being used less these days.
In THEM! they used the Wilhelm scream (un-ironically) a whopping 4 times.

THE WILHELM SCREAM

In THEM! you can hear the giant ants
coming from a while away. 
As with King Kong's unique roar, the
sound engineers in THEM! used the
technique of overlapping different
sounds to form one distinct and
terrifying shriek. 

Primarily they used bird calls that have
been pitched up higher and this is how
the giant ants got their screeching
sound.

SCREECHING



BUDGET CUTS - THE COLORWAY
The inspiration for this months colorway was pretty simple: I wanted to give you all that 
you missed out on in THEM! because of the budget cuts.

Which means that I went on a hunt for the perfect red and blue to get some 3D action 
going and made sure you got a dose of purple, which symbolize the giant ants we never 
got to see on the big screen.
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